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Getting caught is nothing new for graffiti-writer Thom, but this time it lands
him in a youth detention centre. He’s offered a chance to clean his record — if
he can infiltrate and inform on a group of writers known as the G7. Writing
under his new identity, TNT, Thom gets the attention of the G7 … and the admiration of one of their members.
Aura keeps having the dream: the one where her writer idol Story shows her
The Ten— a legendary work of graffiti that holds the promise of quintessential
truths. Aura’s obsession surrounding Story intensifies when a new graf bomber
starts appearing over town: TNT. Not usually one for signs, Aura comes to believe that he is meant to show her the way to Tiger Mountain, the secret location
of The Ten.
In her search for the truth about Story, Aura is blind to the lies surrounding TNT.
And as Thom gets closer to the G7, he questions the motives of the cop who put
him up to it — and his wonders whether his own motives have changed.
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Thirteen-year-old William McCoy’s life changed forever a year ago when his
father died. Now, his mother is moving on … but William still wants to hold on
to the past. He sneaks out one night and takes a bus to Lunenburg, Nova Scotia
— his father’s home town.
But reuniting with his dad’s family means more than just spending time with
his grandparents and cousins; he also encounters the spirit of his great-grandfather, Bill “The Real” McCoy, a notorious rum-runner who has been dead for
more than seventy-five years.
With his mother in Toronto fretting about his safety, and his extended family in
Nova Scotia struggling to save their home, William takes to the seas in a highstakes schooner race with more than a trophy at stake; his family, his father’s
memory, and the legacy of The Real McCoy are on the line.
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